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ABSTRACT 

DAVID LANG AND THE SO-CALLED LAWS OF NATURE 

David Lang is a celebrated American composer whose unique voice often employs strict, 
process-based compositional techniques.  His works exhibit a mastery of contrapuntal 
techniques rooted in early music but also follow the experimental tradition of twentieth-
century American music.  The so-called laws of nature is a complex composition for 
percussion quartet in which every note is part of a larger pattern.  The analysis presented here 
reveals each of these processes and their relationship to the formal organization of the work.  
Many of the processes used in the so-called laws were first used in earlier works, most 
importantly memory pieces; this is a particularly strong element of the composer’s style.   A 
deeper understanding of the organization of this composition will be useful for any musician 
that is presenting a performance of the so-called laws of nature.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

 The so-called laws of nature (2002) is a large-scale composition for percussion 

quartet that has become an important part of the chamber percussion repertoire.  Lang’s 

composition, along with Steve Reich’s Drumming (1970 - 1971), Iannis Xenakis’ Pleides 

(1979), John Luther Adams’ Strange and Sacred Noise (1991-1997), and the more recent 

Threads (2005) by Paul Lansky are arguably the greatest works of the chamber percussion 

repertoire.  The so-called laws of nature is a complex composition that requires virtuoso 

performers, and with a thorough analysis, a multi-layered structure is revealed.  A deeper 

understanding of the organization of this composition will be useful for any musician that is 

presenting a performance of the so-called laws of nature.  The analysis presented here will 

demonstrate important compositional traits and techniques used by Lang; this insight 

hopefully will aid future analytical works on Lang’s music.   

 David Lang is an esteemed American composer whose unique voice relies heavily on 

strict, process-based compositional techniques and an ability to elicit authentic emotional 

responses from the audience.  His works exhibit a mastery of contrapuntal techniques rooted 

in early music but also follow the experimental tradition of twentieth-century American 

music.  While other composers have successfully bridged these two disparate musical worlds, 

notably Steve Reich who claims the medieval-composer Perotin as a major influence, the 

widely varied output of Lang is unique.    1

 Lang has elevated the use of process-based compositional techniques beyond the 

limited role used by many earlier minimalist composers.  Many wonderful and important 

 Steve Reich, “Questionnaire (1989),” in Writings on Music 1965 - 2000 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1

2002), 160 - 161.
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works have been composed where the focus is on the design and deployment of a unique 

musical process.  Steve Reich’s early phase works, It’s Gonna Rain (1965), Come Out 

(1966), and Piano Phase (1967), exhibit this quality.  Reich has explained his desire was to 

create a clear musical process that the audience could hear and follow.   Frederic Rzewski’s 2

Les Moutons de Panurge (1969) consists solely of a simple unaccompanied melody that is 

performed as an additive process.  The notes of the Les Moutons melody are numbered from 

one to sixty-five.  Performers are instructed to play the first note, then revert back to the 

beginning and add the second note.  This process continues until each of the sixty-five notes 

have been added.  Rzewski’s Coming Together (1971) uses this same additive process in the 

text, while employing similar variations of the process and squaring techniques in the 

instrumental accompaniment.  

 These process-driven works rely on the composer’s ability to create a unique musical 

process that is simple enough to be quickly perceived, and that if strictly adhered to, will 

create a sense of finality once the process has completed its course.  This is goal-driven 

music, and in this sense, is very similar to tonal music.  In much of Lang’s music, the 

processes used are too complex to be quickly understood, or in some cases, even recognized.  

The artful design of these processes allows the composer to explore their potential.  In his 

program note to the so-called laws of nature, the composer asserts that “music is made of 

proportions and numbers and formulas and patterns,” and asks, “Do the numbers themselves 

 Steve Reich, “Music as a Gradual Process (1968)” in Writings on Music 1965 - 2000 (New York: Oxford 2

University Press, 2002), 34 - 36.
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generate a certain structure, creating the context and the meaning and the form, or are they 

just the incidental byproducts of other deeper more mysterious processes?”   3

 Lang’s mastery of contrapuntal techniques allows him to write clever, sophisticated 

music, and his artful ideas are enhanced through his expert craftsmanship.  This composer 

has consistently sought ways to compose music that is fresh.  Even after successful works 

that created new commission opportunities, he preferred to explore new territory.  This was 

the case after the success of his early work, illumination rounds (1981), a flashy violin solo 

that exhibits the performer’s virtuosic skill.  The work inspired the American concert pianist 

Emmanuel Ax to request new music from Lang.  The composer’s follow-up piece, while 

nailing at random (1983), is a solo piano work that abandoned the flashy style of 

illumination rounds for a style that is much more in line with minimalism.  Lang’s next work, 

frag (1984), is a stricter study in minimalist procedures.  With these early works, important 

aspects of Lang’s style began to take shape.   

 Lang’s music draws influences from several different musical genres and styles, and 

at times, styles that seem to contradict each other.  Of particular importance is the attitude 

and presentation style of rock music.  Lang and his Bang on a Can compatriots, Julia Wolfe 

and Michael Gordon, viewed the less formal presentation style and general vibe of rock 

musicians as more authentic, and thus, superior to the manner in which concert music was, 

and is, so often presented.  This idea of authenticity is of great importance in Lang’s music, 

and is central to his artistic vision.  The early minimalist composers La Monte Young, Terry 

Riley, Steve Reich, Phillip Glass, and several others are also a clear influence on Lang’s 

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).3
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music.  Paradoxically, so it seemed to some, he was also very interested in the modernist 

music of Charles Wuorinen, Iannis Xenakis, Elliott Carter, and György Ligeti.  Lang has also 

spoken of the influence that his different composition teachers have had on him, especially 

Martin Bresnick, Jacob Druckman, and Martin Jenni.  One must also mention the influential 

role of particular performers, such as Evan Ziporyn and Steven Schick. 

 This document will include relevant biographical information about the composer; a 

discussion of the percussion quartet, Sō Percussion, who commissioned the so-called laws of 

nature; and an analysis of this piece.  I included information from personal interviews with 

the composer and interviews with other prominent figures who have had an effect on Lang’s 

percussion writing.  The analysis of the so-called laws of nature will discuss Lang’s 

processes and their impact on the larger form of each movement.  Where appropriate, I 

compare the material in this composition to its generative source.  A particularly important 

example of this is the relationship between the first movement of the so-called laws and 

beach from Lang’s memory pieces.  The rhythmic pattern and melody used in the so-called 

laws first appeared in beach.  This analysis will also address certain performance practice 

issues with regard to the so-called laws.   
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Chapter Two: Biography and Background 

 David Lang was born in Los Angeles, California, on January 8, 1957, and became 

interested in composing at a young age.  Lacking the traditional childhood training that is 

common for many composers and musicians, he composed his first piece with a unique 

notational system, since he did not yet understand standard notation.  This first piece was for 

an unusual instrumentation: he intended to play trombone alongside a recording of a 

Beethoven violin sonata.   Lang continued composing throughout his childhood, amassing 1

reams of music by the time he was fourteen.  Neither of his parents were musicians, but both 

were supportive of his musical interests.   

Education 

 Lang’s first formal composition lessons were with Henri Lazarof at the University of 

California, Los Angeles.   The two began working together when Lang was fourteen years 2

old, and continued for several years.  Rather than a standard approach to composition 

lessons, these lessons focused more on an intensive study of music.  With Lazarof, Lang 

carefully studied solo works by Luciano Berio, Goffredo Petrassi, Edgard Varèse, and 

Lazarof himself.  In addition to score study, Lazarof required Lang to write several research 

and analytical papers.     

 Lang began his undergraduate studies at Stanford University as a chemistry student 

with the intention of attending medical school, but quickly changed his academic plans and 

 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music 7, no. 9 (2000): 4.1

2 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music 7, no. 9 (2000): 5.
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began studying music.  In an interview discussing his years at Stanford, he explained that he 

viewed himself as a mediocre chemist and was much more attracted to music.   Lang’s first 3

composition instructor at Stanford was Martin Bresnick.  He also studied with Lou Harrison 

for one semester, where he learned about the use of non-standard tunings.    Lang credits 4

Harrison for inspiring not only an experimental approach to composition, but also for getting 

him to view the act of composing as an “opportunity to think about everything in the world.”   5

A particularly important teacher for Lang was Martin Jenni.  Jenni taught a course on French 

music, which Lang has said was his favorite course at Stanford.   While at Stanford, Lang 6

worked in the Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics, where he was able to 

explore an experimental approach to composition, an approach that has remained constant 

throughout his career.  The composer graduated from Stanford with honors in 1978.  

Although he speaks highly of his early years there, he became disappointed with the 

conservative atmosphere that developed at Stanford after Bresnick and Harrison left.    7

 Lang continued his education at the University of Iowa, where he obtained a master’s 

degree in composition in 1980.  The recent appointment of Martin Jenni to the composition 

faculty was the primary reason for this move to Iowa.  The University of Iowa had a 

particularly lively contemporary music scene at this time, thanks in part to a $100,000 

 Cynthia Haven, Composer David Lang Returns to Stanford with ‘Bang on a Can All-Stars,’ Stanford Report, 3

November 4, 2010, http://news.stanford.edu/news/2010/november/david-lang-performs-110410.html.  

  Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music 7, no. 9 (2000): 6.4

  Brett Campbell, “Sounds Unlikely,” Stanford Magazine, May/June 2011.5

 David Lang, “Donald Martin Jenni (1937-2006): A Remembrance,” New Music Box, accessed November 14, 6

2011, http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/Donald-Martin-Jenni-19372006-A-Remembrance.

 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music 7, no. 9 (2000): 10.7
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matching grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, and a second matching grant for $456,000 

which was used to create the interdisciplinary Center for New Performing Arts.   Lang has 8

referred to his time in Iowa as offering an “oasis of enlightenment.”    9

 In addition to Martin Jenni, Lang studied music under William Hibbard, Richard 

Hervig, and Peter Todd Lewis at the University of Iowa.  Hibbard was a notable teacher for 

Lang, but Jenni was the most influential of his teachers.  Jenni taught very focused courses, 

including a course on the songs of Charles Ives and a course on William Byrd’s My Ladye 

Nevells Booke.  Lang states in reference to his time with Jenni, “Ultimately it did not matter 

to me what subject he was teaching.  If he taught the class, I took it, because I knew it would 

be deep.”   In an article Lang penned in memory of Jenni after his death in 2006, Lang 10

shares a story of what he refers to as “one of the two best lessons [he] ever had from a 

teacher.”   

I was just beginning to experiment with making music out 
of repetitive patterns, and I brought in the beginnings of a piece 
of music to my lesson, something schematic and very 
mathematically composed. Martin spent about 30 seconds 
looking at it and then moved over to another chair, picked up 
The New York Times and started reading. I didn't know what to 
do, but I didn't want to fall into any trap he was setting for me, 
so I just sat there, fuming patiently, waiting for the next student 
to arrive, one hour later. And so we sat. When the next student 
finally came Martin looked up and said "You know, sometimes 
something makes so much sense that you have to ask yourself, 
why do it?" 

 “History,” Center for New Music, accessed October 23, 2014, http://www.uiowa.edu/~cnm/CNMhome.html.8

 David Lang, “Donald Martin Jenni (1937-2006): A Remembrance,” New Music Box, accessed November 14, 9

2011, http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/Donald-Martin-Jenni-19372006-A-Remembrance.

 David Lang, “Donald Martin Jenni (1937-2006): A Remembrance,” New Music Box, accessed November 14, 10

2011, http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/Donald-Martin-Jenni-19372006-A-Remembrance.
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 Lang began work on a Doctor of Musical Arts degree at Yale University after he 

completed his master’s degree.  At Yale, he studied composition with Jacob Druckman and 

Martin Bresnick, who years before left Stanford for a position at Yale.   Lang regards 11

Bresnick as being an “incredible teacher and composer, and very dedicated and 

knowledgable.”  He views the two professors as having been a complementary pair, 

describing Bresnick as the consummate instructor and Druckman as a powerful source of 

artistic and professional inspiration.   He was particularly interested in Druckman’s practical 12

approach to the profession of composition, and was very impressed by the number of 

performances Druckman’s music received.  

Bang on a Can 

 Lang met two other student composers at Yale University who would be of great 

importance in his career, Michael Gordon and Julia Wolfe.  The three composers bonded over 

their many complaints about the mid-eighties New York new-music scene.  They decided that 

their desire to see the scene evolve required them to put together their own group, and to 

present the music they wished to present in the style that they felt it should be presented.  The 

three formed the Bang on a Can organization, which has become one of the most important 

music organizations in America.  

 The first concert to present the music of Lang, Gordon, and Wolfe together was in 

1986 at the Cooper Hewitt Museum in New York City.   The performance was originally 13

 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music 7, no. 9 (2000): 7.11

 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music 7, no. 9 (2000): 7.12

 Julia Wolfe, “Embracing the Clash” (PhD diss, Princeton University, 2012), 8.13
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planned to consist entirely of Lang’s music, but Lang decided that it would be more 

interesting to invite Wolfe and Gordon to include music on the program.  While 

brainstorming for a title for this performance, Wolfe suggested, “Some Composers Sit 

Around and Bang on a Can,” although her suggestion was never used for this performance.  

Wolfe describes this concert as being “charged with excitement,” and notes that they enjoyed 

a packed house.   When the group began assembling their first marathon concert, they 14

settled on the name, Bang on a Can.    15

 The first Bang on a Can Marathon took place on May 10, 1987.  The three composers 

sought out the most innovative composers and performers to come together for one very long 

concert.  This concert would feature inventiveness above all-else.  The program included 

Steve Reich’s Four Organs (1970), Milton Babbitt’s Vision and Prayer (1961), Igor 

Stravinsky’s Agon (1957), Louis Andriessen’s De Staat (1972-76), George Crumb’s Black 

Angels (1971), John Cage’s Ryonji (1983-85), and Iannis Xenakis’ Theraps (1976), among 

many other widely varied works.  Lang’s frag (1984), Wolfe’s Williamsburg Bridge (1987), 

and Gordon’s Strange Quiet (1985) were also on the program, as well as works by their 

composition teachers, Martin Bresnick and Jacob Druckman.  Steve Reich, Milton Babbitt, 

and John Cage were in attendance for at least a portion of this twelve-hour concert.  Cage 

would continue to attend each yearly marathon concert until his death in 1992.  16

 One important reason the marathon format was chosen was to prevent audiences from 

making collective decisions about the concert’s music.  With such a long performance 

 Julia Wolfe, “Embracing the Clash” (PhD diss, Princeton University, 2012), 8.14

 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music Vol.7, No. 9, (2000): 8.15

 Julia Wolfe, “Embracing the Clash” (PhD diss, Princeton University, 2012), 75.16
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schedule, audience members could join and leave at their own discretion and decide for 

themselves what they liked.  Lang discussed this idea in an interview with Mark Alburger: 

The whole point was to re-categorize music, not by ideology, 
not by whether or not something was made with a tone-row or 
with a minimal process, but just to say, "The composers who 
are innovative, wherever they are, in whatever aspect of the 
music world -- those are the composers we're interested in. If 
someone attempts to do something fresh, in any way, that 
qualifies them to be on this festival.”  17

  

 The marathon format has been an important element of Bang on Can for its entire 

history.  The marathon format was inspired from a series of productions by Sheep’s Clothing, 

a student-led ensemble at Yale University.  Sheep’s Clothing was supervised by the Martin 

Bresnick.  The ensemble produced extended-length concerts that lasted for the duration of the 

entire night.  Programs for these concerts contained music from a variety of styles and genres 

and often included performance art.  Evan Ziporyn, an early member of the Bang on a Can 

All-Stars and a close friend and musical compatriot, directed Sheep’s Clothing from 1980 to 

1981.  David Lang was a member of the ensemble during his student days at Yale.  Neither 

Wolfe nor Gordon were members of the ensemble, but Gordon attended many of their 

performances.    18

 Michael Gordon later formed a similar ensemble, initially for his piece, Thou Shalt/

Thou Shalt Not! (1983).  The Michael Gordon Philharmonic originally consisted of electric 

keyboardist Michael Gordon, clarinetist Evan Ziporyn, violinist Ted Kuhn, violist and 

 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music Vol.7, No. 9, (2000): 9.17

 Julia Wolfe, “Embracing the Clash” (PhD diss, Princeton University, 2012), 10.18
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electric guitarist John Lad,  and percussionist Michael Pugliese.   Wolfe has noted the 19

influence that the Michael Gordon Philharmonic had on the Bang on a Can All-Stars, both 

being amplified chamber ensembles that combine classical instruments with electronic 

ones.  20

 The Bang on a Can organization formed the Bang on a Can All-Stars in 1992.  This 

ensemble performs and records music with the same focus on innovation as the marathon 

concerts.  Lang, Wolfe, and Gordon have all written works for the All-Stars, as have many 

other prominent composers, including Steve Reich, Tan Dun, Mark Mellits, Paul Lansky, and 

Brian Eno.  The All-Stars consistently receive high praise for their performances.  In 2005, 

the group received the Ensemble of the Year award from Musical America, and have been 

referred to by the San Francisco Chronicle as the “country’s most important vehicle for 

contemporary music.”   21

 Beyond the marathon concerts and the All-Stars, the Bang on a Can organization has 

developed a summer festival for young composers and performers.  The festival began in 

1991, in collaboration with the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art and features 

daily performances and a festival-concluding six-hour marathon concert.   The organization 22

started the People’s Commissioning Fund in 1997, a large-scale and continuous 

commissioning project which is funded by hundreds of donors.  The Fund’s goal is to 

 Julia Wolfe, “Embracing the Clash” (PhD diss, Princeton University, 2012), 27.19

 Julia Wolfe, “Embracing the Clash” (PhD diss, Princeton University, 2012), 27.20

 Joshua Kosman, “Coming Up/What’s New This Week: New Music,” San Francisco Chronicle (March 4, 21

2001), accessed October 24, 2012, http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/COMING-UP-WHAT-S-NEW-THIS-
WEEK-2945630.php. 

 “Bang on a Can Summer Music Festival,” Bang on a Can, accessed October 23, 2014, http://bangonacan.org/22

summer_festival.
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“provide gifted experimental composers with a unique opportunity to write for a world-

renowned ensemble and to create a community of musicians and member-commissioners that 

brings listeners closer to the music.”   The project includes a yearly concert by the Bang on 23

a Can All-Stars of the commissioned works, with two days of open rehearsals prior to the 

concert.  These open rehearsals allow the audience to experience the final stages of a new 

composition, an idea that promotes a feeling of ownership by the audience, which consists 

largely of individual donors to the People’s Commissioning Fund.   

 In 2001, Lang, Gordon, Wolfe, and the Bang on a Can Managing Director created the 

record label, Cantaloupe Music.  This record label has proven to be of great importance to 

composers and artists in new music.  The list of composers on the roster at Cantaloupe 

includes not only the three Bang on a Can composers, but also important American 

composers such as  John Luther Adams, Martin Bresnick, Steve Reich, Tristan Perich, Paul 

Lansky, Arnold Dreyblatt, and Evan Ziporyn.  Many important performers have recorded 

works for Cantaloupe Records, including the Bang on a Can All-Stars, Steven Schick, Sō 

Percussion, Aphex Twin, Alarm Will Sound, Burkina Electric, and Matmos.  The label’s 

mission is to “provide a home for contemporary classical and post-classical music,” which is 

a way of extending the original mission of Bang on a Can.  24

 Since the creation of Bang on a Can, David Lang, Julia Wolfe, and Michael Gordon 

have been its artistic co-directors.  The composer trio that began this organization created a 

group that met their needs as young composers, but the success of the organization has 

 “Peoples Commissioning Fund,” Bang on a Can, accessed October 23, 2014, http://bangonacan.org/23

peoples_commissioning_fund. 

 “About,” Cantaloupe Music, accessed October 23, 2014, http://cantaloupemusic.com/about.24
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allowed them to realize their visions on a much larger scale.  Bang on a Can has become one 

of America’s most important and influential music organizations. 

Lang’s Later Years 

 David Lang has had a remarkable compositional career.  He has received several 

important awards, including the 2008 Pulitzer Prize for the little match girl passion, the 

Rome Prize, and a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship.   In 2013, he was named the 25

Composer of the Year by Musical America, and Carnegie Hall awarded him the 2013 - 2014 

Richard and Barbara Debs Composer’s Chair.   This yearlong residence will include several 26

performances of his works and will also include a unique workshop for young composers and 

ensembles.  Lang was also awarded the 2013 International Society for the Performing Arts 

Distinguished Artist Award and was deemed one of America’s most vital artists by the Doris 

Duke Charitable Foundation, who awarded him a 2013 Doris Duke Artist Award.   He has 27

received commissions from many esteemed organizations, including the New York City 

Ballet, the London Sinfionetta, Kronos Quartet, Eighth Blackbird, and the Glimmerglass 

Opera Festival.  Lang’s music has been performed throughout the world by ensembles such 

as the New York Philharmonic, the Boston Symphony, the Santa Fe Opera, the Munich 

Chamber Orchestra, and the Netherlands Chamber Choir, with notable performances at the 

 “The 2008 Pulitzer Prize Winners,” The Pulitzer Prizes, accessed October 10, 2011,  http://www.pulitzer.org/25

citation/2008-Music.

 “The 2013 Honorees,” Musical America, accessed October 24, 2014, http://www.musicalamerica.com/26

features/?year=2013; “Richard and Barbara Debs Composer’s Chair: David Lang,” Carnegie Hall, accessed 
October 24, 2014, http://www.carnegiehall.org/lang/.

 “Distinguished Artist Award,” International Society for the Performing Arts, accessed October 24, 2014, 27

http://www.ispa.org/?awards_distinguished; “David Lang,” Doris Duke Performing Artist Awards, accessed 
October 24, 2014, http://ddpaa.org/artist/david-lang/.
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1999 BBC Proms, the 2000 Olympic Arts Fair in Sydney, and the Paris Opera Ballet.  Lang’s 

compositions have been widely recorded, and the 2010 recording of little match girl passion 

on the Harmonia Mundi record label received a Grammy Award.   

 Lang composes music for a wide variety of media.  His output includes compositions 

for film, opera, dance, chorus, music theater, and solo performers.  He has also written 

several works for orchestra, including the tuba concerto, are you experienced? (1987); grind 

to a halt (1996), a commission from the San Francisco Symphony; the recent concerto for 

percussion quartet, man made (2013); and mountain (2014), which was commissioned by the 

Cincinnati Symphony.  His chamber music includes several works that incorporate unique 

instrumentation, such as lend/lease (2008) for piccolo and ten woodblocks; face so pale 

(1992) for six pianos; and how to pray (2002) for piano, cello, rock organ, electric guitar, and 

drums.  Love fail (2012) and the little match girl passion (2008) are two of the several choral 

pieces that Lang has written, both of which have received critical acclaim.   

 David Lang has also worked on several collaborative projects.  For example, death 

speaks (2012) is a song cycle for which he worked closely with rock musician Bryce 

Dessner, who is the guitarist of The National and is a successful composer who worked 

closely with Kronos Quartet and Sō Percussion; Nico Muhly, a successful composer who has 

been commissioned by the Metropolitan Opera but who also has ties to popular and indie 

rock artists such as Björk and Grizzly Bear; Owen Pallett, a multi-instrumentalist known for 

using a looping pedal with violin; and Shara Worden, vocalist and songwriter for My 

Brightest Diamond.  Lang collaborated with his cohorts from Bang on a Can, Michael 

Gordon and Julia Wolfe, on three large-scale works: The Carbon Copy Building (1999); Lost 
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Objects (2001); and Shelter (2005).  These three works each combine instrumental ensembles 

with voice.  Lost Objects (2001) calls for three vocal soloists, a small choir, a Baroque 

orchestra, electric guitar, electric bass guitar, percussion, and a disc jockey.  Lang also 

collaborated with the Italian artist Ettore Spalletti and the British sound artist, Robin 

Rimbaud, who is also known as Scanner, in a unique project for The Hopital Raymond 

Poincare.  The Hopital Raymond Poincare is a French hospital located near Paris that is 

known for its work with patients injured in motor vehicle accidents.  This collaborative 

project was the idea of the hospital’s chief pathologist, Professor Michael Durigon, who 

wanted to create a Salle des Desparts (The Last Goodbye), a place where people could say 

their final words to deceased loved ones without “having to suffer sickly background music 

and a red carpet.”   The project, Salle de Despart: The Last Goodbye (2003), culminated in 28

an artistic space for mourners at the hospital’s morgue.     

 Lang continues writing innovative and important music which reveals a desire to 

continue to expand his musical ideals.  In 2013, the whisper opera, which was commissioned 

by the International Contemporary Ensemble, was premiered at the Museum of 

Contemporary Art, Chicago.  This piece, scored for solo soprano and chamber ensemble, is 

unusual in a number of respects.  The soprano whispers the entire libretto while the 

musicians move around and within the audience, performing as softly as possible.  Lang 

insists that each audience member will experience a unique performance, and that this 

element is so integral to the piece, that the work may only be presented without amplification 

and will never be recorded.  The composer wrote the libretto to the whisper opera with an 

 “The Last Goodbye,” BBC Radio 4, accessed October 24, 2014, http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/science/28

lastgoodbye.shtml.
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unusual technique which involved typing short, incomplete personal phrases into internet 

search engines and using the results as anonymous dictums.    29

 Death speaks (2012), which was premiered at Carnegie Hall on January 27th, 2012, is 

another example of the composer’s unique method of creating text.  Death speaks is a  

collaboration with rock musicians and composers for a collection of art songs.   The 30

composer searched for every instance of the dead speaking to the living within all of Franz 

Schubert’s art songs and used this material as the basis for the text in death speaks.  Lang 

states that “indie rock seems to be the place where Schubert's sensibilities now lie, [and is] a 

better match for direct storytelling and intimate emotionality.”   31

 Lang has written several important works for solo percussion.  His three solo 

multiple-percussion works, the anvil chorus (1991), scraping song (1997), and unchained 

melody (2004), were written for Steven Schick. Lang befriended Schick during his course of 

study at the University of Iowa. The two often collaborated and enjoyed discussing 

performing techniques and sounds that can be made by a percussionist.   Lang invited 32

Schick to perform in the second Bang on a Can Marathon in 1988, where he performed two 

early works for solo percussion: Morton Feldman’s King of Denmark (1964) and Iannis 

Xenakis’ Psappha (1975).   He was invited back to perform at the next several marathon 33

 William Robin, “Secrets Found Online, Shared Softly: David Lang’s ‘whisper opera’ Mines Truths From the 29

Web,” The New York Times, August 2, 2013, accessed October 24, 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/04/
arts/music/david-langs-whisper-opera-mines-truths-from-the-web.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0.

 David Lang, “David Lang on death speaks,” Carnegie Hall, January 10, 2012, accessed October 24, 2014,  30

http://www.carnegiehall.org/BlogPost.aspx?id=4294983956.

 David Lang, “program note: death speaks,” David Lang, accessed February 18, 2015,  http://31

davidlangmusic.com/music/death-speaks#prog_note_box-0.

 Steven Schick, e-mail message to the author, September 25, 2013.32

 Julia Wolfe, “Embracing the Clash” (PhD diss, Princeton University, 2012), 86.33
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concerts as a soloist and became the percussionist for the first ten years of the Bang on a Can 

All-Stars’ existence.  Schick has performed as a soloist, chamber musician, or ensemble 

director in many of the marathon concerts.  He and Lang continue to be close friends and 

Schick is a tireless champion of Lang’s music.  He has written extensively on Lang’s first 

solo percussion work, the anvil chorus (1991), in his book The Percussionist’s Art: Same 

Bed, Different Dreams, and the two currently are discussing a way to celebrate the work’s 

twenty-fifth anniversary in 2016.    34

 Schick continues to perform Lang’s solo percussion works and has directed the so-

called laws of nature with the University of California at San Diego’s percussion ensemble 

on several occasions, including a performance at Walt Disney Concert Hall in Los Angeles, 

California, in May of 2005.  As part of Lang’s yearlong residency at Carnegie Hall, Schick 

was a featured performer on April 29, 2014, where he performed John Cage’s landmark 

work, 27’10.554 for a Percussionist.  

 Lang’s first solo percussion work, the anvil chorus, written for a collection of 

resonant and non-resonant metal objects, has become a staple in the solo multiple-percussion 

repertoire, and marks the beginning of his career-long interest in percussion music.  Scraping 

song and unchained melody have both been very successful as well and are likely to join the 

anvil chorus as standard works within this genre.  The composer’s only remaining original 

composition for solo percussion is string of pearls (2006).  String of pearls is a marimba solo 

that was the result of an eleven-member consortium of percussionists, which includes Steven 

Schick as well as Adam Sliwinski, a longtime member of Sō Percusion.  Robert van Sice, a 

 Steven Schick, e-mail message to the author, September 25, 2013.34
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world-renowned percussionist and educator and colleague of Lang’s at Yale University was 

also a member of this consortium.   To date, there is one other notable solo percussion work, 

a 1994 arrangement of the Mars Bonfire song that was made famous by Steppenwolf, “Born 

to be Wild.”    

 David Lang has made extensive use of percussion in his chamber music.  After the 

anvil chorus, he employed strong metallic sounds again in cheating, lying, stealing (1993), 

with the use of antiphonal brake drums to highlight the aggressive rhythmic elements of the 

piece.  The ensemble in this work consists of cello, bass clarinet, piano, and a percussionist 

performing on marimba, rock bass drum played with a foot pedal, two tom-toms, a snare 

drum, and an anvil.  The two antiphonal brake drum performers each use a triangle and two 

different-sized brake drums.  He continued the use of resonant metals by writing for metal 

pipes alongside a toy piano in miracle ear (1996).  In his collection of short works titled child 

(2001), the composer creates a metallic drone from the brake drums by asking the player to 

play the instrument with triangle beaters, scraping the instrument in a constant circular 

motion.  Lang first used this technique on brake drums in a recording session for the Bang on 

a Can arrangement of Brian Eno’s Music for Airports.  In how to pray (2002), he writes for a 

solo cello to be accompanied by a chamber ensemble consisting of piano, rock organ, electric 

guitar, and drums.  With the so-called laws of nature (2002), the composer penned his first 

chamber work using only percussion, and revisits this ensemble with music for the film, The 

Woodmans, in 2010.  The composer has continued to use percussion in his chamber works, 

with notable examples in sunray (2006) and these broken wings (2008).  Lang also requires 
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the use of simple percussion to be played by non-percussionists in his choral works: the little 

match girl passion (2007), the wood and the vine (2011), and love fail (2012).   

Sō Percussion 

 Sō Percussion began as a group of students at Yale.  The quartet’s members wanted to 

commission interesting composers to write new works on the scale of Drumming and 

Pleides.  Tim Feeney, a founding member of Sō Percussion who left the quartet in 2002, was 

awarded a Theodore Presser Grant, and planned to commission a group of three new works 

for percussion quartet with the award.  As the group gathered funds for their first 

commissioning effort, they decided to place a “blind call to David Lang.”   The amount of 35

money that was offered to the composer was less than his standard fee for a ten-minute long 

work.   However, Lang accepted the offer under the condition that they would allow him to 36

write the type of piece that he wanted, which was to be a large and very difficult work.  The 

composer intended to write a piece that he felt only student musicians would have enough 

time to adequately prepare.   37

 Sō Percussion premiered the opening movement of the so-called laws as part of the 

2001 Bang on a Can Marathon at the Next Wave Festival at the Brooklyn Academy of Music.  

The ensemble subsequently performed the premiere of the complete work on October 19, 

2002, at Miller Theater in New York on an all-David Lang composer portrait concert.  The 

work was also featured as the major work on their 2004 debut album, titled Sō Percussion, 

 “About Sō Percussion,” Sō Percussion, accessed October 24, 2014, http://sopercussion.com/bio.35

 Jason Treuting, e-mail message to the author, September 10, 2013.36

 David Lang in discussion with the author, March 3, 2012.37
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for Cantaloupe Music.  The quartet has continued to champion this work after giving its 

premiere, featuring it on a concert at the 2011 Percussive Arts Society International 

Convention, and also at Carnegie Hall on November 23, 2013, a performance celebrating 

thirteen years of collaborations with Sō Percussion and David Lang.  Jason Treuting, who is 

the sole original member of Sō Percussion that remains a current member, estimates that the 

ensemble has performed the complete work approximately forty times.  He also stated that 

Sō Percussion has performed each movement independently several times over the years, 

including a small tour performing the opening movement during their first season.   38

 The so-called laws of nature was commissioned by Sō Percussion in 2000, and the 

complete work was premiered by the quartet in 2002.  Doug Perkins, one of the founding 

members of Sō Percussion, notes that the work follows a model of large-scale percussion 

ensemble compositions that began with Steve Reich’s Drumming (1970-1971), and continued 

with Iannis Xenakis’ Pleides (1979), and John Luther Adams’ Strange and Sacred Noise 

(1991-1997).   Steven Schick has referred to the so-called laws as being “one of the 39

pinnacles of the [percussion] ensemble literature,” and notes some relationship to Reich’s 

Drumming in that both works “feature sonic uniformity among the players.”    40

 The collaboration between Lang and Sō Percussion that began with the so-called laws 

continues to this day.  On May 8, 2013, the ensemble premiered man made (2013),  Lang’s 

concerto for percussion quartet, with the BBC Symphony Orchestra at the Barbican Centre.  

 Jason Treuting, e-mail message to the author, September 10, 2013.38

 Douglas Perkins, “Steve Reich’s Drumming: A Formal Template for Large Scale Percussion Music” (DMA 39

Document, Stony Brook University), 9.

 Steven Schick, e-mail message to the author, September 25, 2013.40
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Since the writing of the so-called laws, Lang has composed two additional works for Sō 

Percussion, which include The Woodmans: Music from the film (2010) and man made (2013).  

Jason Treuting has performed in each of these three works, and notes that the pitched 

material in The Woodmans was written with a different method than that of the so-called 

laws. However, Treuting insists that the music of man made has an intuitive connection to the 

processes used in the so-called laws. He explained further that the music in man made is so 

dense that the material becomes increasingly difficult to grasp.    41

 The so-called laws of nature has been a very successful piece for David Lang.  Other 

ensembles besides Sō Percussion have performed the work, including Third Coast 

Percussion, the Italian ensemble Modular Quartet, the Belgium-based Blindman [drums], 

sa.ne.na in Istanbul, the Los Angeles Philharmonic New Music Group, and the percussionists 

from the Auckland Symphony in New Zealand.  Several university percussion ensembles 

have presented the work as well, including ensembles at Yale University, Indiana University, 

the University of California at San Diego, the University of Houston, Baylor University, the 

University of Oregon, the University of Alabama at Birmingham, Northern Illinois 

University, the University of North Carolina at Pembroke, and Lawrence University.  The 

work has also been performed by students at the Music Academy of the West summer music 

festival, the Sō Percussion Summer Institute, and at the Chosen Vale International Percussion 

Seminar.  

 Jason Treuting, e-mail message to the author, September 10, 2013.41
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Chapter Three: Instrumentation of the so-called laws of nature 

  

 The instrumentation in the so-called laws of nature demonstrates David Lang’s 

interest in non-standard percussion instruments.  Each movement employs a different set of 

instruments, and while many of the instruments are uncommon, they had been used in 

previous works for percussion.  The metal pipes found in part II, for instance, were used by 

Iannis Xenakis in  Psappha; the teacups in part III, in Lou Harrison’s Varied Trio; and the 

flowerpots, in Frederic Rzewski’s To the Earth.   Lang’s exposure to these works is likely 1

through his association with Schick, who has emerged as one of the leading interpreters and 

champions of these works.  Some of the instruments used in the so-called laws require the 

players to assemble, or in some cases, construct the instruments.  This element of the piece 

encourages the artistry of instrument selection, an element of performance that the composer 

has stated is unique to percussion.  In the program note for scraping song, Lang describes an 

early experience that illuminated this sort of artistry: “in graduate school in 1978, when I 

watched Steve [Schick] audition many different guiros for a performance of Stockhausen’s 

Xyklus.  Steve treated each guiro as if it were a violin, drawing from each an expressive range 

I never realized a percussion instrument could have.”   2

 The practice of constructing a new percussion instrument for a specific piece is not 

uncommon.  For his sextet Pleiades (1978), Xenakis requires each musician to build two new 

instruments: a metallic instrument he calls sixxen; and a simantra, which is a set of resonant 

 David Lang in discussion with the author, March 3, 2012.1

 David Lang, scraping song (New York: Red Poppy Music, 1997).2
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wooden bars.  Steve Reich requires the use of specifically tuned claves for his popular Music 

for Pieces of Wood (1973), and Paul Lansky writes for tuned metal pipes in his percussion 

quartet Threads (2005).  James Wood goes so far as to require the use of glockenspiel bars 

that must be tuned to quarter tones for Rogosanti (1986).  David Lang mentions the 

possibility of using custom-built guiros in his solo percussion work, scraping song.  In his 

first work for solo percussion, the anvil chorus, Lang writes for resonant and non-resonant 

metals.  Percussionists often employ metal pipes and brake drums in performances of the 

anvil chorus. 

 Lang scored the first movement of the so-called laws for four sets of seven 

woodblocks.  He explains that the woodblocks were inspired by a recording of Javanese 

music.   The woodblocks are not intended to be tuned to specific pitches.  However, Lang 3

does address the range of each player’s set of blocks and their relationship to the ensemble.  

He states, “The top three notes of each instrument must match from player to player, but then 

should diverge progressively in pitch and tone - i.e., the middle note of each instrument 

should be close to the same for each player but the lowest note should be quite different.”     4

 While performers may choose to use commercially available woodblocks, the 

composer prefers that the blocks be made from wooden boxes or planks.  Lang has chosen to 

provide the performers with limited guidelines regarding the construction of the woodblocks, 

allowing the performers significant design liberties.  The sonic color of this movement is 

dependent on the material used as blocks, their construction characteristics, and the 

 David Lang in discussion with the author, March 3, 2012.3

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).4
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implements used to strike them.  The performers could choose to use larger, more resonant 

blocks, or smaller higher pitched instruments.  In the initial performances by Sō Percussion, 

the ensemble chose to use walnut planks, which were arranged in a single plane from low to 

high.  The quartet used larger planks in an effort to connect with the style of this 

composition.   Adam Sliwinski has recently made a new set of wooden planks for this 5

movement in an effort to achieve a more mellow sound.   Sliwinski’s new set of planks are 6

lower in pitch and are meant to help clarify melodic material.  He also chose to use a 

different type of wood for each of the player’s lowest individual plank.    7

 The instrumentation of the second movement offers more sonic variety.  Each player 

uses seven tuned pieces of metal, three graduated toms, one brake drum or other “nasty” 

piece of metal, and one rock bass drum played with a foot pedal.  The players must construct 

the metallic instruments in such a way that they are “resonant and capable of projecting clear 

pitches,” and “the tone and timbre should be roughly the same within each instrument and 

among all the players.”   The seven pieces of metal should be tuned to the following pitches:  8

F - Ab - C - Db - F - G - Ab.  Sō Percussion uses metal pipes for the second movement, and 

Lang offers this option in the notes to the score.   The material of the pipes, their wall 9

thickness, and their diameter all impact the tone and volume.  The dynamic balance between 

the pipes and drums can be problematic.  Lang indicates that “the drums must be scary and 

 Douglas Perkins in discussion with the author, January 22, 2012.5

 Jason Treuting, e-mail message to the author, September 10, 2013.6

 Adam Sliwinksi email message to the author, October 11, 2013.7

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).8

 “Vic Firth Artists: Sō Percussion,” Vic Firth, accessed October 30, 2014, http://www.vicfirth.com/artists/9

so_percussion.php.
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all match,” and more clearly that “the toms must be the same tone and timbre for each player, 

as must the rock bass drums.”  He concludes the instrumentation note for this movement by 

emphasizing the importance in having the bass drums and nasty metals be “loud and 

terrifying.”      10

 The final movement uses the most unique instrumentation.  Each player uses three 

teacups, two tuned flowerpots, three tuned bells, a small guiro, and a tiny woodblock.  Lang 

suggests the use of either glockenspiel bars or crotales as possibilities for the tuned bells.  

Unlike the metal sounds from the second movement, he does not require that each performer 

use the same type of bell.   However, he does indicate that the overall bell sound should be 

“fairly pure.”  The pitches for the bells and flowerpots are specifically notated, but the 

composer refers to them as only being “ideal,” and that, “if needed, [performers may] 

transpose the entire flowerpot/bell complex a few notes up or down.”  The teacups should be 

three distinct pitches, although not necessarily specific or matching pitches, and should sound 

“small and fragile.”  The teacups and flowerpots share similar timbral qualities, which make 

the teacups effective as an extension of the flowerpots.   

 Lang’s choice of instrumentation encourages each performing group to develop its 

own  colors and sounds for this piece.  Constructing the instruments is a labor-intensive 

project that requires careful consideration from the performers.  The top three wooden planks 

for each player in the first movement must match, and therefore the person constructing these 

has to construct blocks of identical size.  However, due to the naturally occurring 

inconsistencies in wood, the builder may have to fine tune these blocks by carefully shaving 

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).10
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the ends of the blocks in a manner similar to constructing and tuning marimba bars.  The 

performer must also decide the range of each player’s set of blocks, and how they relate to 

the complete ensemble set.  This decision could certainly be reached by chance, or even trial-

and-error.  However, this is also the first point in the piece where the performer’s 

interpretation may be realized, and thus, the preparation of blocks should be carefully and 

artfully considered.  This choice will have a major effect on the performance decisions for 

the entire first movement.  

 The metals used in the second movement require a similar effort in construction.  

Once the type(s) and sizes of pipes have been chosen, the pipes must be cut to approximate 

lengths that will yield a pitch that is near the desired pitch.  Lang offers no instructions for 

this process.  The players may research and find charts that show these approximate pipe 

lengths, and may also use online calculators, such as the one from Experimental Musical 

Instruments.    However, even if these are used, the builder will have to fine tune the pipes 11

by using a metal grinder on the ends of each of the twenty-eight pipes required.  It is crucial 

that each pipe is tuned properly in order to maintain the integrity of the harmonies and 

melodies employed.  The drums in the same movement are less cumbersome to prepare, but 

the composer strongly prefers that each player use the same size drums, and that they are all 

tuned to match.  The careful matching of instruments in this movement is crucial to realizing 

the composer’s idea of “four soloists playing the (almost) same virtuosic solo at (almost) the 

same time.”   12

 “ExMI’s Free Bar Length Calculator,” Experimental Musical Instruments, accessed October 30, 2014, http://11

windworld.com/features/tools-resources/exmis-free-bar-length-calculator. 

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).12
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 The instruments used in the final movement do not require the same construction 

effort as the first two movements.  However, tuning flowerpots is usually ineffective, which 

means that the performers must locate a set of pots that sound the desired pitches.  It is 

important that the pots used are made of the same material and are constructed in the same 

general style.  While the pitch set may be transposed up or down, the interval relationships 

must be maintained.  The flowerpots in this movement are used to sound a short chord cycle 

that is not unlike a drone accompaniment.  Locating a set of pots that meet these specific 

requirements will likely require considerable effort.  While the teacups do not require the 

same specificity of pitch, the performers must find a set that sound delicate and fragile, but 

that will be able to project over the flowerpot drone.  Once the performers have found the 

desired flowerpots, teacups, bells, woodblocks, and guiros required for this movement, 

constructing a workable instrument-setup is another important challenge.  The instruments 

must be arranged in a way that allow the players to avoid any difficult or sudden reaches that 

will create an unintended accent.  Further, the setup must allow all of the instruments to 

properly resonate.  For example, securely mounting the fragile teacups without negatively 

impacting their unique timbre may require especially creative ideas.   

 Lang intentionally leaves all of these decisions up to the performer.  He has discussed 

on several occasions his admiration for the artistry that Steven Schick demonstrates with 

instrument choice.  Instrument and implement choice for this music is a complex matter that 

must involve both sonic and practical decisions, and thus performers will likely find that a 

compromise is required.  For example, performers will need to choose an implement that can 

be used in the final movement that allows performers to draw the desired timbre from the 
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flowerpots but will also be articulate enough for the teacups and bells, while possessing a 

shaft that creates the desired effect from the guiros.  In his preface to the published score, 

Lang instructs the performers to play the  first two movements without changing mallets.   If 13

the performers choose to adhere to this instruction, they will need to find a type of mallet that 

will achieve the desired sound from the wooden planks but also the desired sound from the 

metal pipes, drums, and brake drums (nasty metal).  This choice will likely be a compromise, 

and a compromise that will have a major effect on the performance of the work.  Performers 

may choose not to adhere to Lang’s instruction to maintain the same mallets for the first two 

movements, but this choice will greatly impact the theatrical aspect of this work.  Further, 

this brief pause will provide the audience with a momentary release.  The intensity of the 

grand opening movement will then end, before the second movement begins, and thus 

prevent the audience from experiencing the opening two movements as one very large 

movement.  The advantage of not following Lang’s instruction here allows the players to 

avoid the sonic compromise of implement choice, but that choice requires a compromise with 

respect to the theatrical presentation.   

Author’s Instrumentation Experience 

 I initially began researching and analyzing the so-called laws of nature as a topic for a 

lecture recital that I presented as part of my degree requirements at the University of 

Houston.   The recital consisted of a presentation discussing the background of the 

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).13
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composition and its composer, as well as an analysis of the piece.  The recital also included a 

complete performance of the so-called laws.  

 Obtaining and constructing the instruments used for the performance of the piece was 

the first major challenge.  Learning and performing the work itself is fiendishly difficult, but 

I quickly learned that preparing the instruments themselves would be a time and labor 

intensive endeavor.  Below is a discussion of my experience with the unique challenges that 

are required by the composer’s instrumentation.  

part I 

 As discussed above, Sō Percussion has used large walnut planks for the opening 

movement.  As I studied the score and noted the difficulty of the melodic patterns in this 

movement, I decided that narrower planks could potentially aid in the execution of the rapid 

melodic figures.  Walnut proved to be outside of our budget, as it was too expensive to 

consider experimenting with different sizes of planks.  Therefore, I purchased a few 1X12 

planks of pine, which is readily available and inexpensive.  Pine is a softwood and thus is not 

appropriate for performing this piece.  However, cutting planks of varying widths and lengths 

of pine allowed us to experiment.  Ultimately, we settled on uniform widths which were 

approximately 3 inches, and used varying lengths to achieve the desired pitch range.  Shortly 

into our first rehearsal using the pine blocks, our concerns with pine were confirmed.  The 

pitch of each plank changed as the planks were played, and the wood quickly splintered.  

 Once sizes were determined from the experiments with pine, we cut planks from hard 

maple.  The pitches we used were much higher than most performances of the so-called laws 
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that I have observed.  I wanted the highest three blocks for each player, the three that are 

required to be the same pitches for each of the performers, to be substantially higher than the 

lower blocks.  This approach helped reveal the accented melodic material used in the B 

section of part II.  The range of the lower blocks was progressively increased by using longer 

planks.  The lengths of the planks used were as small as six inches and as long as three feet, 

but the width of all the blocks was uniform. 

 We arranged the blocks in a keyboard-like fashion, with the highest block on the 

player’s right-hand side, on a plywood table which was cut to the necessary size for each 

player’s individual set-up.  The small size of the blocks required us to secure them to prevent 

the blocks from moving while playing.  Initially, we used Velcro placed at the nodal points of 

each plank and on the table itself.  While this secured the blocks, the resulting sound was 

noticeably muffled.  To address this, we adhered foam weatherstripping to the plywood 

tables, and secured them in place with Velcro.  This method prevented the planks from 

moving and allowed them to resonate more freely.   

part II 

 Part II requires the use of tuned resonant metal; most performers use metal pipes for 

this movement.  I decided to use black steel pipes, as they are widely available and rather 

inexpensive.  In our case, a close friend had been part of a percussion group that made a 

complete set of pipes using black steel pipes, but was missing one of the four sets.  We were 

able to borrow the three sets of pipes and therefore only needed to construct one full set.   
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 During my time as a graduate student at The University of Houston, we performed 

several works that called for tuned metal pipes.  I was assigned the task of tuning the pipes 

for our performance of Paul Lanky’s percussion quartet Threads, and so I had experience 

tuning pipes before we started work on the so-called laws.   

 My approach to tuning pipes was learned through trial-and-error.  I used a chop saw, 

also known as a cut-off or abrasive saw, to cut the pipes to the desired length.  At first, these 

lengths were true guesses, but after cutting a length of pipe and noting the pitch of the cut 

piece, I was able to determine the rough length needed for each required pitch.  It is 

important to cut the pipe a bit longer than needed, as lowering the pitch is problematic.  After 

cutting the pipe, I used a bench grinder on the ends of the pipe to gradually raise the pitch 

until the required pitch was met.  I found that if I raised the pitch too high, the pipe would 

need to be recut and used for a higher pitch.  However, I also found that the pipe’s pitch 

could be lowered by grinding away metal at the mid-point of the pipe, similar to the 

technique used to tune keyboard percussion instruments.  This approach was effective if only 

a slight adjustment was needed; but if too much metal was removed, the purity of the pitch 

was lost as different overtones became too pronounced.  I used a digital tuner and a Fall 

Creek glockenspiel to check the tuning throughout the process.   

 We used a similar approach to setting up the pipes as we did with the wooden planks 

from part I, but had more difficulty in achieving our desired result.  We first secured the pipes 

on plywood tables with velcro, but found that the pipes did not project enough once the drum 

music began.  We then tried placing the pipes on foam weatherstripping without securing 

them.  The pipes resonated freely with this arrangement as long as the pipes rested on the 
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weatherstripping at their nodal points.  However, while playing, the pipes began to move.  As 

the pipes moved they were no longer resting on their nodal points, which muffled drastically.  

Additionally, moving targets made the challenging music impossible to play.   

 I finally settled on constructing resonator boxes that were based on wooden 

glockenspiel cases.  Our design was simple, inexpensive, and somewhat crude, but it proved 

to be effective.  I used plywood as the bottom of the box, and pine boards as the sides and 

rails.  I covered the top of the rail with rubber weather stripping, and used finishing nails to 

serve as posts, and covered the posts in foam weather stripping.  The posts prevented the 

pipes from moving, ensuring that they remained suspended at their nodal points.  The 

resonator boxes were a useful solution for us.  A more finely crafted version of the box may 

make this solution more effective.  However, other approaches could help the pipes project 

more.  For example, larger diameter pipes for the lower pitches may increase their volume.  It 

is also possible that pipes made from a different metal may produce a louder sound.  Another 

possible approach could be to work with an instrument maker such as Douglas DeMorrow or 

Matthew Coe to construct the tuned metal and may find a solution better than metal pipes.  

Solid metal bars may produce a louder sound with a longer sustain, and could also be simpler 

to set up.  Adam Sliwinski  constructed the sixxens required for Xenakis’ Pleiades using 

square metal pipes, which is an option that may also be worth exploring for the so-called 

laws.   There are several options to create the metal instruments needed for part II.  14

Musicians planning a performance of the so-called laws should consider these options and 

design an instrument that reflects their choices.  

 “Sō Percussion + Mehan/Perkins Duo,” Robin Engleman,accessed October 30, 2014, http://14

robinengelman.com/2010/12/02/so-2/.
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 Lang instructs that the drums for part II should be “scary and must all match.”   To 15

realize this intention, we decided to use drum-set toms, which are double-sided, rather than 

single-sided concert toms.  Ideally, each player should use three toms of the same size; 

however, we were unable to secure four drums of matching size for each of the player’s 

drums.  We used two-ply batter heads and single-ply resonant heads, and tuned the drums to 

match as much as possible.  The bass drums we used were all standard drum-set bass drums, 

which were tuned to match as well.  For our performance, we decided to use ported resonant 

heads and a muffled batter head, such as the Evans EMAD drumhead.   

 The “nasty metallic sound” used in part II is commonly achieved by using brake 

drums, which was what we chose to use as well.  These are the only instruments in all of part 

II that are played strictly in unison.  Because of this, it is not necessary that they all match.  

In fact, four metallic instruments that sound similar in character but are different in pitch 

could help ensure that the overall sound is complex and will stick out of the dense texture 

appropriately; this may be a very effective method for achieving Lang’s “nasty” sound.   

part III 

 Locating flowerpots that sound the required pitches for the so-called laws involved 

patience, persistence, and luck.  I visited several hardware stores, plant nurseries, hobby 

shops, and department stores, often without any luck.  I checked the tuning of the pots with a 

digital tuner, and purchased pots that approximated the pitches required.  Over the course of 

the first few rehearsals I replaced several pots that didn’t quite realize the required intervals.  

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).15
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Through previous experience with other works that required flowerpots, I decided to use 

ceramic glazed flowerpots rather than the more typically used terra-cotta pots.  The glazed 

flowerpots sound a bit more bell-like and pure, but also tend to be higher in pitch.  I believe 

this type of pot works well in meeting the composer’s request for specific-pitched pots.  

 The teacups are marked simply as low, medium, and high rather than with a specific 

pitch.  It is my opinion that the teacups should act as extension of the flowerpot timbral 

palette, but as per Lang’s requirements, “should be small and fragile sounding.”   There is 16

also no indication that the cups must match pitch from player to player, although matching 

the pitches would certainly be a reasonable choice.  Locating four pitch-matched sets of 

teacups however, proved to unfeasible in my search.  Teacups are often much smaller and 

thinner than standard coffee cups, but coffee cups that might be used in a fine-dining setting 

may be an appropriate choice.  I stumbled upon a set of decorative ceramic measuring cups 

that were designed to look like miniature teacups, and were sold in sets of four.  We used the 

three larger sized cups from each set as our teacups.   

 The bells required in part III are also intended to be fragile.  Lang states, “It is not 

necessary that each player have the same kind of bell, but the composite bell sound should be 

fairly pure.”   Lang cites glockenspiel bars and crotales as possible choices.  We chose to 17

use a combination of glockenspiel bars and crotales, where two players used crotales and two 

used glockenspiel bars.  There are other options, but the bells must be tuned to the necessary 

pitches, and therefore this solution is easily accessible and works quite well.  For our 

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).16

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).17
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performance we used four different sized woodblocks.  All four of the blocks were small and 

very high in pitch, but were not pitch matched.  We used the same approach for the guiros.   

 The instruments used in part III must be arranged in a manner where each instrument 

may be easily accessed, any sort of sudden motion will result in an unintended accent that 

would be inappropriate for this music.  It is not necessary to suspend the flowerpots; simply 

setting them on a table in their normal fashion will allow the pots to resonant freely.  In our 

performance, the glockenspiel bars rested freely on rubber weatherstripping, and the crotales 

were simply placed on the table, as were the teacups and guiros.  The teacups however were 

much more problematic, as the thin walls of the cups are much more sensitive and are easily 

muted.   

Implements  

 Lang discusses the so-called laws as, “a piece of music and a piece of theater.”   His 18

views on the work as a theatrical event should be considered when choosing implements.  In 

the performance notes to the so-called laws, he states that performers should freeze at the 

precise moment that the first moment ends, and quickly turn to their setups for the second 

movement on a specific count.  He asks that this change be done “without losing energy, 

shuffling parts, etc.”  If the performers choose to follow his theatrical suggestions, then the 

players must use the same mallets in the first and second movements.   

 After careful consideration and discussion with my professor and the three additional 

performers, we decided to present the piece in a theatrical vein, but chose not to follow 

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).18
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Lang’s exact instructions.  We arranged the instruments in three stations: part I instruments 

were located at stage right; the part II instruments were placed in center stage; and the part III 

instruments were set up at stage left.  Once the performance of the first movement concluded, 

we froze in place briefly, and then solemnly walked to the part II instruments.  At the 

conclusion of part II, we moved to the part III setup in the same manner.  However, once at 

the part III station, we followed Lang’s instruction for performers to “pick up and ready their 

mallets, and freeze for a very long pause, preferably about a minute.”  We found this pause to 

be a powerful moment in the performance for the audience, as the first two movements are 

both full of dense and loud music.  The pause also proved to be quite necessary for the 

performers.  After performing the opening two movements, this pause allowed our heart rates 

to calm and our breathing to slow.  It is crucial to be calm and controlled while playing the 

third movement in order to maintain the appropriate musical style and timbre.   

 With our approach to the theatrical presentation of the so-called laws, we had the 

ability to choose mallets specifically for each movement.  Small glockenspiel mallets worked 

very well for the high-pitched, narrow planks that we used in part I.  With the planks that we 

used, larger mallets had a heavier sound that seemed at odds with the music.  After trying a 

variety of xylophone and glockenspiel mallets for part II, we chose to use the same mallets as 

Sō Percussion, which are large urethane balls on rattan shafts (Vic Firth model M134).  Many 

of the mallets we tried sounded thin on the pipes as well as the drums.  The M134 mallet 

provided the appropriate sound for the pipes and brake drums.  Initially, we planned on using 

rattan mallet shafts for part III; however we were not able to get the desired sound from the 

teacups using the rattan mallet shafts.  We decided to use thin brass rods for this movement, 
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which worked very well on the bells and teacups.  We affixed moleskin on the playing areas 

of the flowerpots to soften the attack of the brass rods, which helped achieve the appropriate 

character we sought for this movement.  In retrospect, metal knitting needles may have been 

a better choice, as knitting needles are made of a metal that is lighter in weight than brass, 

and they are available in a variety of sizes. 
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Chapter Four: Analysis of Part 1 

 The so-called laws of nature consists of three movements that are each in two-part 

forms.  Lang refers to the individual movements as parts rather than movements, a possible 

nod to Steve Reich’s Drumming, which uses the same practice.  The structure of each 

movement of the so-called laws is created through the completion of particular musical 

processes.  These musical processes provide most, if not all, of the essential musical material.  

For example, the rhythm of the entire first movement is the result of a rhythmic procedure 

where rests replace notes in what I will refer to as a rotational cycle.   

 The analysis presented here reveals the composer’s use of symmetry throughout the 

entire work.  Lang’s various rhythmic processes are used to achieve a symmetrical structure 

at both the micro and macro level in the opening movement.  This analysis will also trace 

Lang’s use of certain compositional material and techniques to earlier works.   

Form 

 The so-called laws makes great use of symmetrical structures in each of its three 

movements.  The first movement is a true A-B relationship, while the two remaining 

movements both consist of a complete repetition of the A section with the addition of 

important new material.  

 The first movement of the so-called laws is a brilliant study in formal symmetry.  The 

binary structure is made from two large sections that are both 450 measures in length.  The 

first large section, the A section, is also in a two-part structure in which each of the two 

sections occupy 225 measures.  The intricate structural elements of this form may not be 
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immediately clear to a listening audience.  However, I believe that audiences will understand 

the large binary structure and will recall the primary motive on its reappearance in the coda.  

The meter and style change from the larger A section to the B section is very clear, and the 

simultaneous stating of primary material from the two sections during the coda provide a 

strong sense the movement is nearing its completion.     

  Figure 4.1: Part I Formal Diagram 

 Lang clearly distinguishes the two sections of the opening movement through a 

sudden change in meter and melodic material.  The A section begins with a rising-and-falling 

melodic idea that is incessantly repeated.  This four-measure unit is played in strict unison 

between the four players over the span of 225 measures.  This constant and lengthy repetition 

creates a type of stability.  At m. 227, a new melodic element and its process are introduced 

alongside the primary material.  While the addition of this counter-melody is heard, the 

rising-and-falling primary motive from the A section continues to remain present, and 

continues its near obsessive repetition.  This moment is preceded by two measures of rests, a 

device that is used several times throughout the A section.  These two bars of rests, which 

occur at m. 225, not only punctuate the introduction of new material, but also marks the point 

of symmetry within the A section.  M. 225 then, is best understood formally as the smaller b-

section of the larger A section.     
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 The change that occurs at m. 451 is sudden and intense, and thus, very effective.  The 

primary motive is performed in unison, without the presence of the countermelody, by all 

four players from m. 447 through m. 450.  As the primary motive reaches its peak at the end 

of m. 450, silence returns.  However, unlike the two-measure rests that were used in the A 

section, this is a brief pause as the rest occurs only for the duration of a single quarter-note.  

With the next measure, the B section formally begins.  The music is now suddenly in 

compound meter, and the texture is more complex.  Each player uses the lowest block to 

create a drone-like texture from which the melodic material arises.  The melodic material is 

mostly confined to the top three blocks.  Due to the tuning scheme of these blocks, the 

melodic material is particularly clear.  Lang emphasizes this melody through unison playing, 

causing these notes to be accented.   

 The harmonic complexity of the accompanying drone figure is largely dependent on 

instrument choice, and will therefore be substantially different with each performing 

ensemble.  However, Lang’s tuning scheme ensures that a complex harmonic quality will be 

present with the accompanying figure, as he requires that each player’s lowest note be 

progressively lower.  The resulting sound of the four lowest blocks struck simultaneously 

should therefore be an ambiguous harmony.   

 The B section is not in a two-part form like the earlier A section; rather the material 

does split into five parts, where the melody is gradually revealed and the accompaniment is 

gradually simplified, and ultimately removed.  The closing material of the B section may be 

viewed as a coda section, as Lang brings back the primary motive from the A section.  The 

coda combines the primary material from the A section and B section.  
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Moving-Rest Procedure 

  The so-called laws of nature is not the first time that Lang has used this moving-rest 

procedure.  In fact, the procedure has been used in several of his works.  Lang penned a 

collection of piano pieces from 1992-1997 titled memory pieces.  Beach, a movement from 

the collection, uses the moving-rest procedure.  Each work contained in the memory pieces 

was written to connect with a specific memory of a deceased friend of Lang’s.  The composer 

explains in the program note to memory pieces that these works were an attempt to prevent 

him from forgetting some specific quality of each of these friendships.  Lang further explains 

his plan to keep these memories alive. 

The way I choose to look at them is as laboratories for larger 
works. If I can incorporate the music or the ideas or the 
techniques of these little pieces into other works then I am in 
some way keeping something of my friendship alive.  1

 Lang’s method of using his earlier works as compositional source material is an 

important stylistic trait. With the memory pieces, he has created a way to keep personal 

memories of lost friends alive.  Understanding the role of these works within his larger body 

of work provides important insight to this composer’s music. 

 Beach (1997) was written in memory of David Huntley, who worked in the 

promotions department at Boosey & Hawkes and was someone that Lang describes as “a 

tremendously interesting person who had dedicated his life to new music.”   The primary 2

motive material of the first movement in the so-called laws uses the exact moving-rest 

 David Lang, memory pieces (New York: Red Poppy Music, 1997).1

 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music 7, No. 9 (2000): 1.2
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procedure and rhythm that Lang first used in beach.  The melody in the so-called laws is 

reduced to accommodate the seven pitches used with each of the four players, but Lang 

maintains his original contour that he first penned in beach.  Neither the soft dynamic or slow 

tempo marking are reused in the so-called laws.  The falling-and-rising dynamic scheme that 

is found in the so-called laws is unique to the so-called laws.    

  Figure 4.2: beach melody, m. 1 - 20 
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 The beach melody and moving-rest procedure has been an important source for Lang; 

he has described it as “a beautiful melody which I’ve stolen many times.”   In little eye 3

(1999), which is part of a collection of chamber works titled child (2001), he employs the 

same procedure.  Little eye is marked at 88 bpm, a much slower tempo than beach. The solo 

cello performs the beach material, while four “non-percussionists” perform simple 

percussion parts on glockenspiel, piano, vibraphone, and brake drums played with a triangle 

beater in a constant, swirling, scraping motion.  He has also used the beach material in an 

arrangement of Lou Reed’s Heroin in 2007 for tenor and cello.  In Heroin, the beach 

material, which is used in the cello part, creates a somber character for Lou Reed’s depiction 

of the use and abuse of the hallucinogenic drug.  The original recording of Heroin appeared 

on the Velvet Underground’s 1967 album, The Velvet Underground and Nico.  This recording 

of Heroin is often praised for its honest and intimate portrayal of heroin use from a user’s 

point of view.  Lang’s arrangement is a completely new setting of Reed’s lyrics, and with the 

beach material, slowed tempo, and drawn out text, it embraces the dark aspects of Reed’s 

words.  

Before composing beach, Lang used a similar moving-rest procedure in cheating, 

lying, stealing (1993).  The procedure used in this work actually augments the rhythm of the 

motive, unlike beach, where the procedure substitutes a rest for a single rhythmic partial.  

The cheating process may be viewed more as a rest-insertion process, which is shown below 

in figure 4.3.  Here, the composer rotates a rest into each statement of the work’s motive; the 

 Mark Alburger, “Bang on an Ear,” 21st Century Music 7, No. 9 (2000): 2.3
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motive is therefore varied at each entrance.  The cheating process also connects to the so-

called laws, as will be discussed with the drum music in part II. 

  

 

Figure 4.3: cheating, lying, stealing rest-insertion procedure
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A Section 
 

  Figure 4.4: part I, A Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 

The opening movement begins with a simple rhythmic process that is applied to a 

repeating four-measure unit, which is shown in figure 4.5 in the musical example below.  The 

four-measure unit is a rhythmic pattern that is applied to a larger melody.  The integrity of the 

four-measure rhythmic ostinato as a single unit is enhanced through the use of a falling-and-

rising dynamic shape that is applied to each cycle.  At each successive repetition of the unit, a 

single note is temporarily replaced with a rest.  The notes are each systematically replaced 

until each one has been temporarily silenced.  This rest rotates through each note of the 

melody in what I refer to as Lang’s “moving-rest procedure” (figure 4.6).  The procedure is 

completed at m. 97, at which point this moving-rest procedure progresses in the opposite 

direction (m. 98-189), which is shown in figure 4.7.  The moving-rest procedure continues 

through the end of the A section (m. 450).    
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  Figure 4.5: the so-called laws, part I, m. 1 - 4 

     

  Figure 4.6: Moving-Rest Procedure 

 

  Figure 4.7: Moving-Rest Procedure, Retrograde 
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 The moving-rest procedure is in strict unison until the entrance of the counter melody 

at m. 227.  The rhythmically simpler countermelody creates a strong contrast to the primary 

melody that is emphasized through its static forte dynamic level.  The two rhythmic ideas 

occur simultaneously through the end of the A section in a densely contrapuntal texture.  

Lang’s marking of forte ensures that the countermelody will sound very strong against the 

falling-and-rising dynamic plan of the primary motive.  This creates an insistent, almost 

stubborn quality in the counter melody. The composite rhythm of the two ideas 

simultaneously occurring is at times chaotic, and recalls the stochastic music of Iannis 

Xenakis.  However, these moments are brief and fleeting, as the first and third measure of the 

primary motive are rhythmically in sync with the counter melody’s sixteenth-note rhythm. 

  

  Figure 4.8: Simultaneous occurrence of the primary motive and  
    counter-melody 
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 Lang weaves the primary motive and the counter melody around the ensemble, 

constantly assigning the ideas to different players.  At times the countermelody is played as a 

solo line, but it is just as often performed in unison by two or three of the players; the same 

treatment is also used with the primary motive.  In a live performance, this creates a moving 

aural picture for the audience members.  This is very similar to Xenakis’ use of physical 

space as a musical element, most notably in Persephassa (1969).  In Persephassa, the six 

percussionists are stationed in a circle around the audience.  This spatial aspect of 

Persephassa is used to create swirling ideas, where musical gestures are rotated around the 

audience.  The spatial aspect of the so-called laws is much more subtle, but it is an important 

feature of this music and heightens the work’s complexity.  Rotating the ideas throughout the 

ensemble also significantly changes the sound of each of the two ideas.  Because of the 

tuning scheme of the wooden blocks, the ideas will sound quite different from each player, as 

will the resultant harmonies of any combination of players.   

 The countermelody employs a variant of the moving-rest procedure.  Each rotation of 

the countermelody requires thirty-two measures, which is eight repetitions of the complete 

unit.  The eighth repetition is replaced with the primary melody in all four voices, creating a 

brief moment of strict unison.  These unison moments provide a strong feeling of stability, 

similar to an interior authentic cadence in tonal music.  Lang also occasionally has all four 

players simultaneously perform the countermelody, as is the case at m. 239-242.  These 

unison moments are important moments of rhythmic and metric stability.   
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  Figure 4.9: Countermelody moving-rest procedure 
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B Section 

  Figure 4.10: part I, B Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 

 The B section begins at m. 452 with an abrupt change in meter and style.  The music 

here feels more stable with simpler rhythms that reinforce a dancelike triple meter.  There are 

two musical lines present in this section.  The highest three woodblocks function as the 

primary line, while the lower four blocks provide an accompanimental counterpoint against 

the primary line.  This distinction, which is not immediately clear in the notation, was 

clarified by the composer in a coaching of the piece with the Baylor Percussion Group.   The 4

primary line is at times played by individuals, but often switches to a different player or 

combinations of players, in a rhythmically playful character.  Throughout this section, the 

accompaniment is gradually simplified.  Ultimately, the accompaniment is dropped, leaving 

the primary line to exist on its own at m. 831.  

The music of the coda returns to duple meter and simultaneously presents the B 

section melody with the A section’s primary motive.  The B section melody maintains all of 

its original note values after the meter change.  This relationship is shown in figure 4.11.  The 

composer moves both melodies around the ensemble and often alters the number of players 

 David Lang, Coaching the Baylor Percussion Group on the so-called laws of nature, March 3, 2012.4
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performing each melody.  The simultaneous pairing of these seemingly unrelated ideas 

reveals an important relationship.  Significant portions of the B section melody are derived 

from the A section’s primary motive, as is shown below in figure 4.12. 

  Figure 4.11: B section melody rhythm maintained in new meter 
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  Figure 4.12: Coda - Simultaneous occurrence of primary motive  
   and B section melody, showing unisons 
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Chapter Five: Analysis of Part II 

Lang has stated that he wrote the second movement of the so-called laws with the 

idea of a variable canon, which he has referred to as an echo.   As with a traditional canon, 1

the imitation is exact, but here the distance between voices is altered with each gesture in a 

pattern of expansion and contraction.  The pattern begins with an eighth-note separation 

between each of the four voices, then a dotted-eighth note, and finally a quarter note.  After 

the separation of voices by a quarter note, the pattern reverses.  This expansion/contraction of 

the canonic entrances acts as an element of variability, which prevents the distance between 

canonic entrances from being immediately predictable.  Lang views this unpredictable 

quality as “music that sounds free,” despite being entirely based in math.   I will refer to this 2

canon as the echo canon. 

 Each of the four percussionists play the same identical part in this movement of the 

so-called laws.  The echo canon treatment separates the entrances of the four players, which 

requires the ensemble to have a heightened sense of pulse and awareness of the other 

performers’ parts.  Lang prefers for the musicians to be arranged in a straight line.  This 

arrangement allows the audience to see the material being passed from one player to the next.  

Performing the piece in this arrangement complicates the music further, as visual 

communication within the ensemble is severely limited and communication is one-sided.   

  

 David Lang in discussion with the author, March 3, 2012.1

 ibid.2
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Source Material 

 As with beach and the first movement of the so-called laws, Lang’s memory pieces 

continue to provide important material for the second movement.  The rhythmic pattern that 

creates the echo canon used in part II of the so-called laws was used in both wed (1992) and 

cello (1997).  In wed, a rhythmic pattern (figure 5.1) is applied to the melodic material for 

each of the four voices, and each note is repeated four times.    

  Figure 5.1: wed Rhythmic Pattern 

  

 Lang strictly adheres to the rhythmic pattern in all four voices of wed, although he 

uses the retrograde of the rhythmic pattern in the soprano line.  In addition to this pattern, 

Lang inserts quarter-note triplets with a rotation method.  The triplets initially appear 

between the second and third note of the pattern, and then between the first and second note.  

The triplets appear in every other completed cycle of the rhythmic pattern, but are not used in 

the soprano line.  Figure 5.2 illustrates the rotation of triplets.  The method of inserting or 

removing material in a rotational system is an important trait of David Lang’s music, and is a 

technique used throughout the so-called laws of nature.   
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  Figure 5.2: wed Rhythmic Pattern with Triplet Rotation 

  

  

 Cello continues this use of applying a rhythmic pattern to pitched material.  Here, the 

composer repeats the pitched material at different octaves.  The rhythmic pattern used with 

cello is of particular importance, as it is the same rhythmic pattern Lang uses to separate the 

canonic entrances of the A section material in the second movement of the so-called laws.  

The rhythmic pattern is illustrated below without pitch (figure 5.3). 

   

 

  Figure 5.3: cello Rhythmic Pattern 
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Form and Process 

 The second movement of the so-called laws of nature is composed in a symmetrical 

structure.  The first half of the movement is repeated in its entirety with the addition of new 

material for the second half.  Each of these two large sections are written in perfectly 

symmetrical structures as well.  The form of the movement is completely intertwined with 

the processes and patterns that Lang has created.  There is a small amount of overlap, but 

each section’s length is determined by the completion of the different musical processes and 

patterns.   

   

 

  Figure 5.4: Part II Formal Diagram 
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A Section: Metallic Melody  

 The movement begins with a syncopated rhythmic statement on the single pitch of F, 

which requires eighty-one measures to be completed.  The composer employs this same 

process at different pitch levels, overlapping the initial statement in a stretto-like manner.  

The additional statements begin with the A♭ at m. 24, and continue with the C at m. 39 and 

finally the D♭ at m. 62.  The slow entrances of new pitches results in a dense contrapuntal 

texture.  With each player performing a four-voice texture, the overall texture is made up of 

sixteen voices.  Each voice is dropped from the texture as it completes its lengthy rhythmic 

statement.  The deployment of these processes is visually represented in Figure 5.5. 

  Figure 5.5: Part II, A Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 
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B Section: High Metals  

 The B section, which begins at m. 121, combines an almost exact repeat of the entire 

A section with new melodic material that continues the use of the echoing technique.  The 

only difference with this repeat is that the D♭ metallic melody is shortened when restated in 

the B section.  

 The B section melody consists of three pitches [F - G - A♭] which are one octave 

higher than the A section’s pitch collection.  This new melody is in a simpler, lyrical 

character, a quality that is maintained as the accompanying texture become increasingly 

dense and complex.  The density of the B section is decreased as the music draws near the 

formal conclusion at m. 310.  This buildup and reduction of density is shown in figure 5.6. 

    

  Figure 5.6: Part II, B Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 

  

 Lang uses a rhythmic pattern coupled with a melodic pattern to dictate the form of the 

B section.  The rhythmic pattern used here consists of a series of four dotted-quarter notes 

followed by a quarter note, but on the third repetition of the pattern, three additional quarter 

notes are added.   This entire rhythmic pattern, which is shown below in figure 5.7, is stated 

five times without alteration or embellishment of any sort.  
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  Figure 5.7: part II, B Section Rhythmic Pattern 

 The melodic pattern is F, G, A♭, A♭.  As is shown in figure 5.9, the quarter-note 

elongation always occurs on the A♭, providing a cadential-like phrase ending to each 

statement of the rhythmic pattern.  The composer strictly follows this pitch order, departing 

only in the second statement.  The second statement of the rhythmic pattern begins with two 

incomplete statements of the melodic pattern.  In this same statement of the rhythmic pattern, 

Lang drops the F and G and employs only the A♭ for the second half of the statement and 

opening portion of the third statement of the rhythmic pattern (figure 5.9).   

   

  Figure 5.8: Part II, B Section Rhythmic Pattern, Statement 1 
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 The application of the rhythmic pattern to this four-note melodic pattern creates a 

rotation of pitches that occur as quarter notes, reinforcing the melodic pattern at a formal 

level.  This is shown in figure 5.9.   

  Figure 5.9:  Part II, B Section Rhythmic Patterns, All Five Statements 

C Section: Drums 

 The C section is marked by the introduction of drums.  The drum music, which does 

not employ the echoing technique, unfolds over an exact repetition of the A section.  The 

drum music begins with one player, and slowly introduces the other performers over the next 

sixty measures.  Entrances of the four players are tied to the entrance of the four notes of the 

metallic melody.  The material from player one is repeated in player three; player two and 

four share the same relationship.  The inclusion of drums further complicates the 

contrapuntal texture, building up to twenty voices by the end of the C section.  
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  Figure 5.10: Part II, C Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 

 The drum music employs two different rhythmic patterns.  The pattern used for player 

one and three is a type of rest-insertion pattern that was first used in cheating, lying, stealing 

(figure 4.3),  and is used here to create a symmetrical structure. The pattern consists of three 

notes, one for each of the player’s three drums, which always sound in the order of low, 

medium, high.  The pattern begins with a rhythm of three successive sixteenth notes.  Lang 

then inserts a sixteenth-note rest between the first and second note.  The next step in the 

pattern is the insertion of a sixteenth-note rest between the second and third note, which 

completes the first rotation of the pattern.  This process is shown in figure 5.11, which shows 

the first rotation of the process using standard music notation.  Figure 5.12 shows the same 

process in a table that more clearly illustrates Lang’s method.  
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  Figure 5.11:  Part II, C Section, Drum Process, Rotation No. 1 

 

  Figure 5.12:  Part II, C Section, Drum Process, Rotation No. 1,  
   Table Form 

 With the second rotation of the pattern, Lang inserts a rest between both of the 

original three sixteenth notes, altering the rhythm to three successive eighth notes (figure 

5.13).  As before, a rest is then inserted between the first two notes, and then between the 

second and third note; the cheating process.  The cycle continues with the third rotation, and 

peaks with the opening of the sixth rotation.  Here, the rhythm is at its most augmented point, 

consisting of dotted-eighth notes.  At this point, the pattern is reversed; rather than inserting 

sixteenth-note rests, they are removed.  The reversal continues until the rhythm returns to the 

original succession of three adjacent sixteenth notes.  At various times, the composer changes 

the written note value to make the written rhythms simpler for the performer to read.  For 

example, the second rotation is notated as eighth notes, but the duration of the drums will be 
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consistent regardless of the written note value.  The tables below reveal that the ten rotations 

of this process form a perfectly symmetrical structure. 

  

  

 

  Figure 5.13:  Part II, C Section, Player 1 Drum Music,  
   Opening Rhythm of Each Rotation 
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 Figure 5.14: Part II, C Section, Player 1 Drum Music,  
  Complete Rotational Cycle 
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 The symmetrical pattern appears in its entirety twice in the drum music of player one, 

and ends with the opening of its sixth rotation during the third and final statement of the 

symmetrical pattern.  The drum music of player three only uses the complete symmetrical 

pattern once.  A second statement of the symmetrical pattern begins, but the composer ends 

the pattern during the eighth rotation.  At both of these points where Lang exits the pattern, 

the player joins the drum music of players two and four, which by this point, are in unison. 

 The rhythmic pattern that is used for players two and four is much simpler than the 

pattern used for players one and three, and is taken from the A section’s echo canon.  The 

rhythm consists of four notes that are always sounded in the order of low, medium, high, low.  

The rhythm begins with quarter notes, and is then stated in dotted quarter notes, then as 

eighth notes, and once again as dotted quarter notes.  The entire pattern is then repeated for 

the duration of the movement (figure 5.15).  The single exception to this occurs in the drum 

music of player four at m. 440.  At this point, Lang slightly alters the order of the rhythmic 

pattern in order for players two and four to begin playing in strict unison. 

 

 Figure 5.15:  Part II, C Section, Player 2 & 4 Drum Music Rhythmic Pattern 
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D Section: Synthesis 

 The beginning of the D section is marked with the entrance of the high metals, which 

is soon followed by the unison drum music of players two and four.  By m. 463, all four 

players are in complete unison.  This is a marked event in the movement, as it is the first 

moment of rhythmic unison to occur in the entire movement.  Lang further clarifies the 

importance of this moment by including a crescendo which peaks here.  The pitched 

processes are still occurring at this moment, but they do not detract from the power of this 

unison material.  The drums remain in unison through the end of the movement.   

  Figure 5.16:  Part II, D Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 
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E Section: Climax 

 A final event occurs at m. 537 to mark the climax of the movement, which is arguably 

the climactic point of the entire work.    Lang simultaneously introduces the final 

two voices of the movement.  The bass drums, which are played with foot-pedals, perform 

the exact melodic material from the A section.  But it is the entrance of the “nasty metal” 

which confirms the importance of this moment.  This new metallic timbre is the only voice 

which is always in unison and is never varied.  The sonic character of this new voice and its 

unison rhythms create a clear point of arrival.  As before, the texture is thinned as the end of 

the movement is approached.  The movement ends with the bass drums, at the precise 

moment that the eighty-one measure A section rhythmic statement has been sounded in its 

entirety.   

 Figure 5.17: Part II, E Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 

  

 Lang’s artful architecture is highlighted during this section of the movement.  The 

rhythmic pattern of the high metals begins a new cycle at m. 525, and this is at the point 

where A♭ is the only pitch employed in the high metals.  On the downbeat of m. 537, the 
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pattern reaches its first quarter note, and it is here where Lang restarts the melodic cycle on F 

(figure 5.18).  The high metals complete two cycles at the same point that the 81-bar bass 

drum melody is concluded.  The completion of these two events marks the end of the 

movement.  

  Figure 5.18: Part II, m. 535 - 538 
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Figure 5.19: Part II, m. 615-620, simultaneous conclusion  
   of bass drums and high metals melody 
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Chapter Six: Analysis of Part III 

 In the performance note to the so-called laws of nature, Lang states that the work’s 

first and second movements may be performed as separate pieces,  but that “part III may only 

be performed when following the other two parts.”   Additionally, he states that “if the first 1

two parts are played together, however, they must go on to part III.”  The composer further 

explained that he views part III as a result of the first two parts: 

I think of part III as a resultant of something, it means 
something very different as the end of a spiritual journey 
through something that you’ve just suffered through. The 
actions in it are really tiny and I think they only gain their true 
power after seeing all of these large actions from the second 
movement.  It’s just as intense, but completely focused in this 
tiny way.   2

 The relationship of part III with the first two parts is of great importance to Lang.  He 

views part I as a demonstration of possibilities that could be taken with the two-part form and 

the use of particular rhythmic processes.  According to Lang, the second and third 

movements are simply different possible outcomes from using the same idea of a two-part 

structure with rhythmic processes.  In our conversation, he spoke of this relationship: 

The format of the second and third movements are the same, 
the categorization, the structure, is the same, but we don’t 
perceive it that way.  It was really important to build these two 
things exactly the same way.  All three [movements] are two-
part forms, all built to remind listeners of the others.  
Movement III is a payoff to the quiet moments from part I.    3

    

 David Lang, the so-called laws of nature (New York: Red Poppy Music, 2002).1

 David Lang in discussion with the author, March 3, 2012.2

 David Lang in discussion with the author, March 3, 2012.3
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 The final movement of the so-called laws is deceptively simple in its construction and 

technical demands.  For although the music is in strict unison and thus is texturally simpler 

than the previous movements, maintaining the appropriate character and dynamic while 

executing over eight minutes of unison music requires a subtle and controlled virtuosity.  And 

while the music may seem less complex than the earlier movements, every single note within 

the movement is part of a larger rhythmic pattern. These patterns involve moving voices in a 

grid-like fashion through a rotational method.  This analysis will demonstrate the various 

rhythmic patterns and the resulting form.  Lang’s layering of these different rhythmic patterns 

into a web of interesting timbres and melodic fragments provides a good example of his 

compositional style. 

  

Form and Process 

  The style of this movement is a departure from the rest of the piece, although 

the composer continues to use a cumulative method in which the various voices are gradually 

added.  As with the second movement, large sections are repeated with the addition of a new 

voice.  Lang has explained his fondness for this aspect of the work: “What I really like about 

it, just like the second movement, it’s really focused in one place, and then it gets harder, just 

like the second movement.”   4

 As with the other two movements, part III consists of a two-part form (Figure 6.1).  

The A section begins with the teacup melody and the flowerpot chord cycle; bells are 

introduced at m. 34, providing a slow-moving countermelody to the flowerpot/teacup music. 

 David Lang in discussion with the author, March 3, 2012.4
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  Figure 6.1:  Part III Formal Diagram 

 As with part II, the B section repeats the A section entirely with the addition of a new 

voice, which in this case is a woodblock.  Lang provides two markers to highlight this 

structural point in the piece.  He suspends all motion at m. 106, which is the first moment of 

silence of the movement and also the close of the A section (Figure 6.2).  The second marker, 

a guiro at m. 108, announces the beginning of the B section.  This same type of marking is 

found at m. 143, which marks the entrance of the bells in the B section. 

     Figure 6.2: Part III m. 106 - 108  

 The composer’s sense of color is on display here.  The incomplete quality of a 

fragmented melody may be interpreted as musically fragile, an interpretation that is 

highlighted by the delicate timbre of teacups.  Dynamics remain soft throughout, and the 

movement is somewhat void of development.  However, the composer provides a welcomed 
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contrast for an audience that has just experienced the intensity of the previous two 

movements.   

A Section: Flowerpot Chord Cycle 

 

  Figure 6.3: Part III, A Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 

  

 The flowerpot music consists of an eight-measure chord cycle where each chord is 

heard for two measures (figure 6.4).  The slow-moving cycle provides a sense of harmonic 

motion, but also acts as a drone-like accompaniment for the more active voices.  The gradual 

but regular movement of these chords may be viewed as having a breathing, organic quality.  

While each chord occurs for two measures, each chord tone remains present for four 

measures.  This voice leading has the effect of slowing the gradual speed of the chord cycle 

even further.  The whole-step movement and intervallic make-up of the chords are 

reminiscent of parallel organum. 

  Figure 6.4:  Part III, Flowerpot Chord Cycle 
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 The flowerpot music is comprised of sixteenth-note triplets, a rhythm that is never 

altered or embellished throughout the movement.  Some listeners may hear this as a rhythmic 

basis for the other voices, while others may hear it as a tremelo-like pattern and therefore 

interpret it as a long-tone drone.  Either way, it is clear that the pots provide a mellow texture 

for the more active voices to unfold on top of. 

  Figure 6.5: the so-called laws of nature, part III, m. 1 - 9 

A Section: Teacup Process 

 The teacup music consists of a rhythmic rotation pattern that is similar to the Player 1 

and 3 drum music from the second movement.  The pattern consists of three adjacent eighth 

notes which are sounded in order from low to high.  The final note from this group of three is 

gradually moved, or rotated forward by using the rest-insertion method.  A single eighth-note 

rest is added at each statement of the pattern until the note is placed on the fourth beat.  This 

is illustrated in the table at figure 6.6.  The table shows the regular movement of the highest 
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teacup as it begins on the second beat of measure two, and is systematically moved to the 

fourth beat of measure ten.   

  Figure 6.6: Part III, Initial Teacup Statement, and First Four Rotations 

 Once the pattern reaches the fourth beat at measure ten, the high-teacup note, which is 

the third note of each group, remains in place while the second note from the group is treated 

to the same process.  The second note continues to move forward until it is adjacent with the 

third.  At this point, the pattern is reversed.  When the two voices reach their goal of being 

one eighth note ahead of their original location, the low teacup voice is shifted over by one 

eighth note.  Figure 6.7 shows one complete cycle of the larger teacup rhythmic pattern.  

  Figure 6.7:  Part III, One Complete Cycle of the Teacup Rhythmic  
    Pattern 
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 This entire rhythmic cycle will occurs four times, after which point the three voices 

will have moved to the second half of the measure.  Figure 6.8 shows the five points where 

the cycle restarts, which are the moments where three cups are at adjacent points: m. 2; m. 

32; m. 52; m. 64; and m. 70.  Examination of this chart shows the systematic movement of 

the teacup music from one side of the measure to the other.   

  Figure 6.8:  Teacup Rhythmic Pattern, Initiation Point of the Five Cycles 

A Section: Bell Process 

 Lang uses a similar rhythmic process with the high bell [E], which is first heard on 

the third beat of m. 35.  This bell is sounded in every other measure, and occurs one eighth-

note earlier each time through m. 41.  As with several rhythmic processes in the so-called 

laws, the patten begins moving in the opposite direction after reaching its goal point.  This 

pattern continues through m. 97.   
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  Figure 6.9:  Part III, High Bell Rhythmic Pattern 

  

 The remaining two bells [B, C] are interspersed between the measures containing the 

moving E bell.  These bells are placed only on the downbeat of these measures, and are 

always ordered [B, B, C, C].  Figure 6.10 charts the entire bell complex.   

  
   

  Figure 6.10:  Part III, Bell Complex 
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B Section:  Woodblocks 

  Figure 6.11:  Part III, B Section Form of the so-called laws of nature 

  

 The B section begins at m. 108, and is a repetition of the entire A section with the 

addition of woodblocks.  The woodblocks employ the same rhythmic process that is used for 

the E bell, but here the block sounds on the second partial of the sixteenth-note triplet.   

   

 Figure 6.12:  Part III, Woodblock Rhythmic Pattern 
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Observations 

 The final movement of the so-called laws is an elegant study in process-based music.  

Each note of the work is clearly part of a larger rhythmic pattern.  The table below illustrates 

the processes employed by the different voices (figure 6.13).  The rhythmic patterns move 

through time in a manner not unlike the movement of pitch in Baroque counterpoint.  

Observing the rhythmic movement of the various voices in this manner shows the significant 

use of parallel and contrary motion.   
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 Figure 6.13:  Part III, Rhythmic movement of all voices, m. 108 - 178
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

 The so-called laws of nature is a complex and artful composition and is a major work 

in David Lang’s oeuvre.  The composition is a fine example of the composer’s craft while 

also a good illustration of his compositional style.  Lang often draws on his earlier works for 

source material, most importantly memory pieces (1992-1997), his collection of solo piano 

works.  His use of material from his earlier compositions includes restating ideas explicitly or 

at times with slight alteration.  He also uses techniques that were developed in earlier works 

to produce entirely different results with later pieces.  This is the case with the drum music of  

players 1 and 3 from part II of the so-called laws which uses a rest-insertion process from his 

chamber ensemble piece, cheating, lying, stealing.   

 This composition is a major contribution to the percussion ensemble genre.  Since 

their early performances and recording of the so-called laws, Sō Percussion have become a 

highly-successful chamber ensemble with international performances, multiple recordings, 

and an impressive list of collaborations and commissions.  And despite a lengthy and varied 

repertoire list, the ensemble continues to perform this and other works by Lang.  Regularly 

performed by university and professional ensembles, the so-called laws has become a staple 

of the percussion ensemble repertoire.   

 With the so-called laws, every note in the score is part of a larger rhythmic process; 

therefore understanding the various processes is vital.  Lang has developed these complex 

processes, often in earlier works, as a type of compositional vocabulary.  This analysis has 

shown the various rhythmic processes and their relationship to the work’s formal structure.  
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Each movement shares the same basic binary formal structure, and each movement relies 

upon the completion of rhythmic processes to dictate formal events.  And yet, in the work’s 

program note, Lang ponders, “Does the music come out of the patterns, or in spite of them?”  

I suspect there is no clear answer to this question.   

 This document will hopefully aid musicians who are preparing a performance of the 

so-called laws.  The chapter on instrumentation should be of particular use as performers 

begin building and selecting the necessary instruments.  It is also the hope of the author that 

performers will use the information presented here to consider the wide variety of choices 

with regard to instrumentation, set-up, implements, etc., rather than simply following the 

choices that other ensembles have made.  The document also provides musicians with the 

history of the composition and its important place within this composer’s output. 

 Although David Lang has enjoyed considerable critical acclaim, with several notable 

awards, commissions, collaborations, and guest-residency positions, most of the published 

literature about him consists of interviews or references to his work with Bang on a Can.  The 

analysis presented here demonstrates the complexity of the composer’s music and shows the 

need for more theoretical work to be done on Lang’s music.  Further, his important role in 

contemporary music more generally should be the subject of further scholarly work.  His 

contributions to the Bang on a Can organization and the Bang on a Can All-Stars alone merit 

further study, as do his collaborations with composers and musicians from varying genres, 

the publishing of his music with Red Poppy Music, his role in founding Cantaloupe Records, 

and his activities as a pedagogue.  
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